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Introduction 
When learners enter the classroom on lab day, introduce the activities by passing out taste papers.

Because the characteristics of taste receptor cells are genetically determined, people vary in their ability to taste some molecules. Taste papers are small strips 
of paper impregnated with chemicals that test for perception of discrete tastes. Phenylthiourea papers, for example, taste bitter to seven out of ten people, and 
sodium benzoate papers taste sweet, salty, bitter, or tasteless to different people. Control papers are also available, and the cost of all these is minimal. 

What learners will do:

• predict and then determine their ability to identify food samples by taste alone (hold the nose or wear a clothes peg!) and then by taste plus smell 

• collect all class data on identifying food samples and decide which method was most accurate (with and without smell) 

• discuss the functions of the sense of taste 

• devise their own experiments to extend the study of the sense of taste.

Class Experiment
You will need:

• Food items, cut into identical chunks, about 1-2cm cubes. Food cubes should be prepared ahead of time by a technician wearing latex gloves and using 
safe preparation techniques. Store the cubes in small lidded containers, in the refrigerator. Prepare enough for each learner group to have containers of 
four or five of the items below, or seasonal items easily available. Try to use foods that have similar textures and firmness: 

NB. Be sure to check for food allergies before letting learners taste the food.

• Plastic forks for tasting food cubes

• Blanked out safety goggles/glasses to act as a blindfold.

• Apple
• Potato
• Sweet potato

• Pear
• Onion 
• Pineapple 

• Melon
• Strawberry
• Papaya

• Swede
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Results table
Type of food

With smell Without smell
Number incorrect Number correct Number incorrect Number correct

Apple
Potato

Sweet potato
Pear

Onion
Pineapple

Melon
Strawberry

Papaya
Swede

• What % of the answers are correct or incorrect, with or without being able to smell the food? Does smell make a difference to our ability to 
taste food? Is it a significant difference?

• Why does food taste different when you have a cold?

• Why can we taste food?

• Why is a sense of taste important to us?

• What survival advantage do we gain from having a sense of taste or smell?

• Does tobacco or alcohol affect the sense of taste or smell?


